CadCabel WirePicker

CadCabel WirePicker: The simplest solution for determining the wiring lengths in the control cabinet

The easiest, quickest and most economical solution to determine wire lengths in control cabinet wiring: The first step is that a customer orders a wiring unit with standard lengths, whereas each wrap-around label includes a bar code printed on the B-side. Wiring bundle is installed in the first control cabinet. During wiring, the excess lengths are cut off, scanned and measured in WirePicker based on the data collected, the wiring list is corrected. Even huge lists of 1,000 wires can be measured within the shortest period of time. Every further wire bundle is then delivered at the exact length required. It doesn’t get any easier! Wire Picker by CadCabel isn’t only optimal for the smallest of series starting from a count of two, but also for larger series/variants, WirePicker can be optimally implemented in connection with the variant generator.
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